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need more financial help than Me:
n offer, u~uve got no business being in b
program, that automatically creqits their
When you think about expanding or
accounts and eliminates payroll checks
relocating, you naturally think about money.
altogether. We can even offer you the
You took to see whether your community
services of our extensive compu~er system.
can provide the kind of financial service
We have the banking skills you need.
you're going to need. And sometimes you
In our many years of commercial banking,
need to keep looking.
But no matter where you look you won't . we've seen and solved almost every finan.cial problem in the books. Our experience
find a better banking system than Merrill.
can help show you ways to economize or
Because we've got the staff, and the
take advantage of opportunities you might
facilities, to provide for all your financial
not have even considered.
needs.
It's all here. All the financial service
We have the money you need. For conand exP,e.rtise you need to insure your
struction, for working capital, or for any
company's prosperity. And through our
other business purpose. We're big enough,
Merrill Family we can provide this service
and strong enough, to handle your financial
demands.

ariywhere in central, northem
Maine.
So when you think about
relocating, think about Merrill~·
Because our business is helping
grow. We'd like to help yours .
. · For more information, write or~:
Robert C. Ells, Jr., Vice President, Tl
Merrill Trust Company; 2 Hammond
Bangor, Maine 04401. 207-945-5651.

IMERRILL I An a~filiate of

Merrill Bankshares
Company
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We have the services you need. For
individuals as well as business. We can offer
your employees attractive fringe benefits
through our exclusive in-plant banking
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The Greater Bangor Chamber of Commerce and its member firms
take pride in presenting the Bangor area story. We are pleased to
make available this book, which presents the assets of the Bangor
area in words and pictures.
The Chamber of Commerce is proud of its efforts to help improve
the Bangor area. We invite your further inquiries and hope that you
will want to see firsthand the many attractions our region has to offer. Please call upon us if we may be of assistance .

The Greater Bangor Chamber of Commerce
55 Washington Street
Bangor, Maine 04401
Phone: (207) 94 7-0307
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A monument to the lumbering
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A Junior College of Business
offering the Associate Degree of
Business Science

. .. Accounting
. . . Aeronautical Science
. . . Aviation
... Business Management
... Data Processing
. .. Secretaria l Sciences

the stepping stone to your
future security

VA approved

For information write: Beal College , 9 Central Street, Bangor, Maine 04401
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Northem Anchor of the
Eastern Seaboard
Penobscot Bay cuts a deep triangular
niche into the rugged Maine coastline ,
about in the center of the state 's
Atlantic seaboard. The Penobscot River
continues the due-north waterway deep into
the stat e's interior.
The bay and the river were natural pathways for exploration and development in
earliest days. That's why Bangor, Brewer,
Hampden , Veazie, Orono, and Old Town , the
most ancient of the area's communities ,
were born and grew up on the river 's banks.
But modern roadways have replaced the river
as a means of access. Today, even the

Caribou

smallest of the area 's communities,
scattered within a 10-mile radius of the
urban core, are fully participant in a
single unified entity: the Greater Bangor
area.
The area dominates the vast region of
north-central Maine . It is in a region of
enormous and fascinating variety: bustling
cities, quiet towns and villages , open
ocean , bubbling streams and rivers, deep
woodlands of towering pine. It is a place
of great opportunity, as well, for growth
and prosperity.
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Greater Bangor's largest real estate
company , J.F. Singleton Co ., Inc., offers
its clients complete, confidential real
estate and insurance service .
Fo r 70 years, Maine residents have
relied on us. Our salesmen keep
abreast of the changes that affect the
real estate market. and have an intimate
knowledge of the commun ity. Whatever
you need - new or existing homes,

acreage , office space , subd ivisions ,
shopping centers, or industrial sites we have choice lots for sale or development! A member of the Homes for
Living Network and the National Multi
List Service, the firm's sales force has
the largest , most complete select ion of
homes in the Greater Bangor area.
Individual, personalized attention is
also given to all your insurance needs
whether you want an auto policy or a
complete plan for a large corporation.
We represent The Hartford , U.S.F. & G.,
Andover Group, Fireman's Fund and
many others.
For a professional approach to your
insurance and real estate, see the experts at J.F. Singleton Company, Inc.
289 State St ., Bangor 04401
Phone (207) 942-8261
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ABangor Resume
THE GREATER BANGOR AREA, SERVING
BANGOR, BREWER, OLD TOWN, ORONO,
VEAZIE, HAMPDEN, AND HERMON
POPULATION:
Bangor - 36 ,500
Brewer - 11 ,000
Hampden - 6,000
Hermon - 3,000
Old Town - 10,000
Orono - 10,500
Veazie - 1,800
Total Greater Bangor area - including
smaller communit ies - approximately 100,000.

A little friendly competition

CLIMATE:
The Greater Bangor area enjoys a typical
New England climate . Summer temperatures
are usually in the 70s, with few days
reaching into the 80s and 90s.
The Fall temperatures are in the 40s to
60s as a rule .
Winter days are typically in the 20 ° to 30°
range .
Spring temperatures are usually in the
40s and 50s.
Average annual rainfall is 37.44 inches .
Average annual snowfall is 94 .20 inches .
EDUCATION:
The educational system of Greater Bangor
is composed of excellent public and
parochial elementary and secondary schools.
In addition , the area has two private
business colleges, a theological seminary,
a State Vocational-Technic.al Trade Institute, the University of Maine in Orono ,
and the Bangor Community College of the
University of Maine at Orono . Two schools
of nursing are also situated in local
hospitals.
Special schools for the handicapped or
disturbed are also operated locally.
HOSPITALS:
The Eastern Maine Medical Center, located
on State Street in Bangor, has 383 beds;
St. Joseph Hospital has 130 beds. Both
hospitals are capable of meeting most
health-care needs. An osteopathic hospital ,
a mental-health facility , and several
convalescent centers complete the area's
health facilities.
LIBRARIES:
Bangor, Brewer, Hampden , Old Town , and
Orono.
CHURCHES:
Area - 57 of all denominations.
NET EFFECTIVE BUYING INCOME:
$393,918,000 .
TOTAL RETAIL SALES (1972):
$306,080,000
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Bangor from the air

GRANT TRAILER SALES

"l'M A RICH MAN"
WHY?
Almost everyone knows that one does not measure his
riches alone by the amount of money he possesses . Judson M.
"Bud" Grant, owner and operator of Grant Trailer Sales,
Broadway Furniture, Queen City Mobile Home Park, a partner
in Longrale Park Apartments, plus various other business
ventures, measures his wealth by many good business
relationships which he experiences day after day with the
warm and friendly people from all parts of Maine.
Grant Trailer Sales, after 32 years of operation, is one of
Maine's largest mobile-home businesses reaching over the
entire state and boasts one of the best inventories in Maine
which include Schult, Amherst, Rembrandt, Wellington, and
Beaumont .
Since 1965, Broadway Furniture, with its 70,000 square feet
of floor space has experienced a very successful existence
with such great lines, as Temple Stuart, Stearns & Foster,
Kroehler, Bassett, International and Flexsteel.
Mr. Grant has unveiled plans for a 260-acre development in
the city that would include 370 mobile-home sites in a
complex of conventional homes, townhouses, businesses and
possibly a high rise apartment.

J.M. GRANT, JR.
"BUD"

BROADWAY FURNITURE
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Same Myths Shattered
and Doubts Dispelled

Paul Bunyan stands in front of Bangor
Municipal Auditorium, largest facility
of its kind north of Boston

8

Bangor is the biggest city in Maine! Not
in terms of its population, of course, but
in terms of its outreach and impact. Together with its neighbor cities and towns:
Orono, home of the University of Maine;
Old Town, midway up the Penobscot River;
Brewer, Bangor's sister city, just across
the Penobscot; and the towns of Hermon,
Hampden, and others, Bangor is the urban
heart of an ecunomic entity that dominates
the bulk of the state's geography and half
of its population.
The area's impact reaches well into
Canada. It's only 60 miles to the Canadian
Maritime Provinces. Check the license plates
on cars in the area's parking lots during
any peak shopping season. You'll see many
Canadian registrations as well as American.
So here we are in north-central Maine, a
part of the nation that many people consider
remote and inaccessible. Here we are . Our
airport has the third-longest runway on
the East Coast, capable of handling any
type of aircraft now in the skies or
planned for the future.
Our newspaper, the Bangor Daily News,
outstrips every daily paper in the state
in circulation. We have a major university,
several private colleges, and an educational system that ranks with the best.
We have branches and chapters of all service
and social clubs, and our women's clubs 500 of them! - are active participants in
the area's social growth, in service, in
beautification , and in a host of other
useful activities.
We are home and host to a large number
of celebrities in the arts and in sports.
They're not tourists; they have homes,
families, and bank accounts in the area.
We don't make much of a fuss about them .
Peace and quiet is what they come for, .
not accolades and applause.
In terms of variety, the Greater Bangor
area is almost a microcosm of the nation.
On one side is the rugged coast of Maine,
dotted with its hundreds of islands and
wide beaches washed by the open Atlantic.
On the other side, deep piney woods .
Ponds, lakes, and rivers sparkle, and the
air is c lean and crisp. The fisherman can
bait his hook for fighting saltwater
monsters in the morning and cast a delicate
fly for freshwater trout that afternoon.
The Greater Bangor area is definitely on
the upswing, a prime beneficiary of the
national trend toward less congested , more
peaceful homes. Industry and individuals
are equally caught up in the trend , and
many loo k northward, in our direction.

en

greater Bangor area
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A Short Glance Backwards
The Greater Bangor area is a latecomer,
in terms of New England history. It was
not until 1759 that a party of Englishmen
canoed up the Penobscot to " hoist the
King 's Colours " and establish the tiny
settlement of Kenduskeag. For uncounted
years, the lands had been occupied by the
Penobscot subdivision of the Abenaki
Indians. Now, fears of French occupation
encouraged the building of Fort Pownal at
the mouth of the river and exploration of
the river 's headwaters.
The French and Indian War was ended in
1763. With the coming of peace, there was
an influx of settlement into the area from
Massachusetts and New Hampshire , primarily
of men who saw green gold growing from the
ground: the virgin forests. Although
settlement was slowed by the Revolutionary
War, the settlers came. Most of the cities
and towns of the Greater Bangor area trace
their beginnings to this period. Kenduskeag
changed its name to Bangor when it was
chartered as a town in 1791. The origins
of the name are obscure, but some historians believe it was drawn from the
Welsh hymn of that title.
The area suffered severly under British
attack and occupation during the War of
1812. But with peace , settlement and
industrial growth began in earnest. Lumbering became an important occupation , then a
preoccupation. People moved up the Penobscot , and huge , straight pines, destined
for the sawmills of the entire East ,
floated down. By the third quarter of the
19th century, you could walk across the
Penobscot on the decks of the lumber ships
tied up at Bangor. A statue of Paul Bunyan, peavey in his left hand and axe
across his shoulder, stands on Bangor's
Main Street , celebrating and memorializing
those days.
The state 's first railroad ,'called the
Veazie Railroad , chugged between Bangor
and Old Town , making its first run in
1832. Good-size stern- and side-wheelers
plied the Penobscot , making careful way
among the forest of masts and acres of
deck and hull tied up at Bangor piers.
These were precursors to the modern transportational systems that serve the area
today. It is significant that they existed
in such numbers in earlier days.
The area 's progress from early industrial
concentration to a modern community of
cities and towns, catering to modern
needs, has been straight-line, interrupted
only briefly by national crises and local
setbacks. The line is unending. Its course
may be seen in present patterns of growth
and progress as the Greater Bangor area
reaches toward its promising future.

Historic Bangor Theological Seminary

·DIAMOND INTIRNATIONAL IN MAINE
BANGOR· Eatem Area Computer Center l Retail Div.

•

BIDDEFORD·Retall Div. • DIXFIELD,.M@tch Div. • HOULTON - Lumber Div.

NEW CASTLE-Retail Div. • NORWAY-Ret ail Div. • OAKLAND - Match Div.• PASSADUMKEAG - Lumber Div.
OLD TOWN - Pulp & House hold Pa pe r Products • SOUT.H PORTLAND - Autom ation & Reta il Divisions

THE SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION OF BANGOR
The Savings and Loan Association
of Bangor is the oldest Association
doing business in the State of Maine.
It was chartered in February 1886, and
has been a leading advocate of thrift
and home ownership ever since.
We offer our customers the varied
savings plans that have evolved over
the recent years, and in the homemortgage field we are one of the few
lenders that feature the "open-end"
mortgage.

The best protection any savings institution
can
have
is
good
management and a responsible Board
of Directors; however, as added safety
we are proud to display the Federal
Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation seal , which affords our
savings customers the maximum
Federal insurance protection.
The Association is a member of the
Federal Home Loan Bank of Boston,
which gives us the services and

STAND~!DIEi~crn1c co.

Farm Road
Bangor , Main e

327 Margin al Way
Portl and, M aine

benefits of this banking system, and
provides us the flexibility for better
service to our customers.
The Association is centrally located
in Bangor and takes pride in effective ly serving surrounding communities.

"Expert professional people
for a profess ional industry "

Serving the Bangor area
for over 28 years.
_,,_._

Electrical Materials Supplier

HEATING INSTALLATIONS

FUEL & RANGE OILS

· OIL·

· BACON & ROBINSON CO ·
· ·LP GAS·
OIL BURNERS

LP GAS

Phone (207) 947-4576
Est. 1854

621 HAMMOND ST.

BANGOR, MAINE 04401
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FAIRMOUNT TERRACE MOTEL
In downtown Bangor and in the
heart of Vacation land, the Fairmount
Terrace Motel enjoys a perfect
location. It's close to good restaurants
(and there's a delightful one right on
the premises), theaters, shopping,
churches , airport , Dow A i r Force
Base, and the University of Maine. The
18-hole Municipal Championship golf
course is only half a mi le away, and a
variety of scenic and recreational attractions are nearby.
All the beaut i ful Fa i rmount
Terrace's rooms are spacious, ideal
for both commercial and vacation
travelers. The motel has a salesmen's
sample room and caters to small
meetings and banquets for up to 40
guests.
513 Hammond St., Bangor 04401
Phone (207) 942-6376

Bottled Under Authority of Pepsi Co., Inc., Purchase, New York 10577

By The Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co. of Bangor, Inc., Brewer, Maine

PEI;'
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SUPPLYING EASTERN MAINE WITH:
e

COMPRESSED GASES

•WELDING EQUIPMENT
AND SUPPLIES

e

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
AND SYSTEMS

e
e
e

SAFETY EQUIPMENT
HYDROSTATIC TESTING
OF CYLINDERS
SALES-SERVICE-ADVICE

J.J. Boulter and Son have been in business
sine 1916 supplying welder needs. In fact,
we were the first distributor of AIR CO in
America and t oday continue to represent
this fine company. As requirements change,
we have continued to increase our product
line to meet the ever increasing demands
of those we serve.

fl

I

I
349 H A RLOW ST . BAN GO R , ME . 04401

(207) 942-6393

DEAD RIVER COMPANY
Pictured is a portion of Dead River's
100,000-acre tree farm as viewed from
Almanac Mountain, Lakeview Plantat ion , Ma ine. The company ranks
among Ma ine 's largest land owners
and for many years has been a leader
in the deve lopment of improved forest
resource technology on both com pany-owned lands and the very substantial acreage it manages for others.
The company also owns and operates
sawm ills and supplies wood pulp for
several of Maine 's paper mills.
Dead River Comp a ny is also a
leader in Maine 's pet roleum industry,
distributing petroleum products , both
wholesale and ret ai I, t hro ughout eight
of the state 's 16 co unt ies. The company 's deepwate r t ermina l at
Bucksport, Maine, is one of the largest
independently owned t erminals on the
East Coast.
Other significant company activities
include rec reational land development
and land sales.
55 Broadway, Bangor 04401
Phone (207 ) 947-8641
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Easy Come, Easy Go

If the shoe fits - perhaps Viner
Brothers, Inc., manufactured it

When your big Delta 727 lands at Bangor
International Airport , it rolls along only
part of the airport's runway . The runway
is nearly two miles long, long enough to
handle any kind of air traffic , and it
does!
If you've traveled to Europe or Canada
in 74 7s, L-1011 s, or other new-generation
aircraft of the major international
carriers, you may have landed at Bangor .
The big jets roar off this runway , while
little Piper Apaches and Cessnas wait
their turns, like ducklings following
their mother into the waters of a cool
Maine lake .
Bar Harbor Airlines, a regional feeder
serving Quebec City in Canada and Bar
Harbor on the Maine coast , serves Bangor
International, also. It's a direct shot
into Boston on either Bar Harbor or
Delta, with connections there on major
and minor airlines serving the nation
and the world.
Now, come inside. The terminal is new,
modern , and the ultimate in comfort .
The brand-new motor inn arising next
door will have a walkway connecting with
the terminal. Nearby, an international
arrivals building is under construction.
The airport has customs facilities , a
necessary part of its international
aspect.
Old Town and Brewer airports are centers
of business and sport aviation. The
airport at Old Town is FAA-controlled .
Bangor is the northern anchor of Interstate 95 , the major trunk highway of
the East. It's a through route by truck
from our northern terminus to Miami.
There 's a good network of other state ,
county, and federal roads serving as
local connectors, but 1-95 is the big
one , and there are five exits off 1-95
into Bangor. 1-95 connects with every
major roadway of the East on its northsouth course, giving Greater Bangor
area shippers fast and economical inter- ·
connection with the entire nation.
Several of the country's major trucking
firms are home-based in the area; many
others serve the area on regular routing .
The Bangor & Aroostook Railroad serves
the area with a specialty in fuel-saving
piggyback service. The railroad 's other
specialty is more traditional: hauling
countless carloads of Maine paper. The
Canadian Pacific Railway also serves
the Greater Bangor area, interconnecting
with the nation's other railways along
its course.
The harbor at Bangor, 60 miles up
the Penobscot, is still a port-of-call
to ships of large size and tonnage.
Lumbering ships in the old days; oilers
and tankers today .

Good Neighbors, Industrially Speaking
Some of the nation's largest and most
prestigious industries have chosen the
Bangor area as a home. General Electric
has a major turbine assembly plant here .
GTE-Sylvania makes welded lead wires in

16

its Bangor plant. Owens-Illinois has its
Lily Cup Division in Old Town. Diamond
International maintains its data-processing center in Bangor. St. Regis has a
large paper mill in Bucksport.
Bancroft & Martin, Inc ., a major steel
fabricator, is in Brewer. Bauer Canadian
Skate, Inc ., makes skates for the National
Hockey League in its Bangor plant. Old
Town Canoe Co., probably the best-known
firm in its specialty, fashions canoes
with a cabinetmaker's skill.
This is just a skimming of a long list.
The area produces a range of products from
moccasins to sophisticated electronic
components. The labor supply is good ,
and multidivisional firms report that
Greater Bangor area workmen outproduce
workers in other areas by a wide margin.
Part of the reason is a long-lived tradition of responsibility to the job . Part
is due to the fact that living is pleasant,
and working conditions approach the ideal.
Labor harmony is the rule.
Land is in good supply, too . Bangor and
Brewer have large industrial parks, immediately accessible to 1-95 and to all road ,
rail , and air transportation. And there
are a number of free-standing industrial
sites. Compared to other urban areas, cost
of land is low , both in purchase and lease
arrangements.
Incoming industry enjoys the assistance
of a dynamic, professionally staffed area
Chamber of Commerce. Most of the area 's
communities have professional people concerned with economic development, and all
are members of the statewide and regional
development districts. They are an invaluable source for data acquisition, for
arranged tours of plant sites, and for
other assistance.

Utilities in the Picture
Bangor Hydro Electric Company is one of
the oldest and the largest power supplier
in the region. A member of the northeast
grid , and a part-owner in Yankee Atomic,
it supplies a dependable flow of power to
the area. A small part of the Bangor area
is served by Central Maine Power, also .
The lakes and streams of the area are an
indication of the generous endowment of
water we enjoy. The Bangor Water District
recently invested $4 million in a new
source of supply which, coupled with a
strong existing distribution system, provides an excellent quality of water in
abundant quantity for home, commerce, and
industry. Fire-insurance rates reflect the
adequacy of this system for property
protection .
Bangor has just completed its new
facility for the treatment and abatement
of pollution. It processes waste to
secondary levels. Brewer is busy extending
its sewer lines.
Telephone service is through New England
Telephone Company. This major subsidiary
of the giant Bell System maintains a
regional office in Bangor and ranks as one
of the largest employers of the area.

A smooth takeoff from Bangor International Airport
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BANGOR
INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT
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Passenger terminal facilities , Bangor International Airport
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BANGOR WATER DISTRICT

Ready

To Serve

...

-...

You

Ill'
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Excellent Quality Water
At Reasonable Cost
In Plentiful Supply
For
Home
Commerce
and
Industry

Modern Supervisory and Control Center Aids in Providing Reliable Service.

~rl~
Welcome to CORTELL-SEGAL'S
We 're the place for the finest junior, misses,
and women 's fashions in this part of the
state. CORTELL-SEGAL'S is an exciting
store packed with the best merchandise for
enjoyable shopping - famil iar names like
Pendleton , Jones of New Yo rk , Dalton , and
Estee ' Lauder. And more than that we have a
staff of experienced people whose pleasure
is to serve and please you.
115 Main St. , Bangor, Maine 04401
Tel. (207) 947-0397
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APleasurable Place for Shoppers
The Greater Bangor area serves the
shopping needs of a vast international
region. People flock to the area from
eight counties, comprising two thirds of
the state , and from the neighboring
Canadian provinces. To serve them , half
the area 's working force is employed in
retailing and wholesaling , and hundreds of
stores, large and small, line the principal
thoroughfares of Bangor, Brewer, and
Old Town .
The central business districts of these
places are the traditional shopping hubs,
but the area has responded to the shoppingcenter boom with expansions and widespread
construction . There are shopping plazas
everywhere, anchored by national and
regional chain repmsentatives . Local
merchants have moved to the plazas , but
they have not abandoned their downtown
locations. Several have shopping-center
branches, instead.

Airport Mall is an enclosed , all-weather
shopping center, as you might expect ,
located close to Bangor International Airport . University Plaza in Orono is smaller,
but no less attractive, and has a distinct,
youthful accent . On the near horizon is a
new giant , not yet named , planned to be
the largest shopping mall in the state of
Maine.
Retail ing growth , in numbers of stores ,
in people employed , and in dollar volume ,
is reckoned a prime indicator of a community's progress. All three factors have
been well on the black side of the ledger
in the Greater Bangor area.
There 's an intangible element in shopping
in the Greater Bangor area that can 't be
counted in terms of cash receipts and
inventory. It's a personal quality, a
neighborliness and courtesy that seem to
have disappeared in so many other places.
It makes itself felt on both sides of the
counter in the Greater Bangor area.

Attractive malls enhance the beauty of the area
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Not too much, not too little, just the right amount of life
insurance. That's the ideal. It's easy with an agent who hears
you.

NORTHWESTERN
The Quiet Company

Robert M. Pauly, District Agent, One Kenduskeag Plaza
Suite 305, Bangor, Maine• 942-5244
Stanley G. Hildahl, E. Charles Leonard,
Richard M. Stolkner, Franklin "Skip" Walter, II

THE GALT BLOCK WAREHOUSE CO.
With a century of service in storage and distribution, The Galt
Block Warehouse handles and stores a multitude of merchandise and distributes goods from pool cars and trucks. The
facility features 28,500 feet of palletized storage for general
merchandise; a private siding; storage in transit ; pool car
distribution; and a safety-constructed building. The warehouse
is heated and sprinklered cement and steel construction with
automatic fire-alarm system direct to the central station .
242 Miller St., Bangor 04401

Phone (207) 942-6766
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LARGEST
DAILY
NEWSPAPER
NORTH
OF
BOSTON
W.C. BRYANT & SON INC.
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SERVING
EIGHT
COUNTIES

Jewelers of Distinction
For Four Generations

SEVEN
LOCALIZED
EDITIONS

46 Main Street
Bangor, Maine 04401

REACHING
80,000
FAMILIES
DAILY
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Cultural Awareness and
Bright Opportunity
t
j

From very early times, the Greater Bangor
area has been host to outstanding performers
in the arts. Jenny Lind and Enrico Caruso
sang at Bangor's opera house. Edwin Booth
played Hamlet there. David Belasco, the
Drews, the Barrymores, and Maude Adams
appeared on its stage. So it should come
as no surprise that this area still enjoys
a cultural richness and taste far beyond
others of its size.
The Bangor Symphony Orchestra is an
amazing ensemble for an area this size .
It is one of the oldest in the nation,
dating to 1896. It is professionally
conducted and numbers professionals and
talented amateurs among its members. Its
programs are well sprinkled with modernists among the standard symphonic repertoire . The acoustically ideal Peakes
Auditorium in Bangor High School is the

symphony's home base. The auditorium is
home base also to the Maine State Ballet
and to the Bangor Civic Theater. The
latter is a community little-theater
group, opening its casting to the public,
performing musical and nonmusical
theatrical works.
The Acadia Repertory Theatre is a new
·and attractive feature of the area. This
professional theater company has converted
a historic church rectory in downtown
Bangor into a theater and schedules a
season of classic and contemporary plays.
The Maine Masque Theater Group is sponsored by the University of Maine . Its
performers are mostly student and faculty ,
but local nonuniversity talent appears in
its performances in Orono .
Painting has become a preoccupation in
the area since the beauties of the coastline were first discovered . Andrew Wyeth ,
Jamie Wyeth, Ben Shahn, Waldo Pierce ,
William Moise, and Vincent A. Hartgen . ..
all have drawn inspiration from Maine
seascapes and landscapes. The Bangor Art
Society, including both amateurs and professionals, numbers about 200 regional
members. It sponsors art shows at the
libraries, schools, and shopping centers .
The Bangor Daily News conducts the annual
Maine Student Art Program, with some 3000
pieces on display at the Brewer Auditorium .
Coordinating much of the area 's cultural
riches is the responsibility of the Bangor
Fine Arts Advisory Committee , an arm of
government totally concerned with cultural
development. Among its plans is the
creation of a fine-arts center, a permanent
home for all of the visual and performing
arts that grace the area .

The University of Maine gives more
than degrees. It also gives us culture

A Library System that Sets National
Goals and Standards
Among professional librarians, the name
"Bangor" is a synonym for " successful
library system." Within a population of
less than 100,000 , yearly book loans
total more than 600,000. Even the largest
urban centers can't match that per-capita
ratio. Bangor Public Library ranks as the
largest, in the state by itself. Add the
resources of other public libraries nearby
(almost every community has its own
library) , of the un iversity library, and
the college libraries, and you reach a
total of nearly a million volumes. Now,
add films , records , periodicals, and other
materials. The result is a top -ranked
resource for scholars, researchers , and
those who read simply for pleasure.
The library reaches out . It permits
borrowing and returning by mail, a boon
to elderly people and shut-ins. It grants
borrowing privileges to residents and nonresidents, since scholars from everywhere
find constant use for its collections on
genealogy and history.
All of this, by the way , is provided to
local residents at very low cost in tax
money. The library was founded by endowment in 1843, and its income from endowed
funds pays the bulk of its costs.
A successful library system for the community
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Fun Country

But I wasn't ready!
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Recreation in its truest sense - the refreshment of body and spirit. That's what
the Greater Bangor area is best known for
among the nation's people. And justifiably
so. Consider first the vast empire of woodlands, thick and solemn, to the north and
west of here. Hunters take deer and bear
in these woods as well as rabbit and other
small game. The woods are alive with Maine
whitetail deer. But avoid making heavy
footfall, or all you'll get for your
pains in a glimpse of a white tail.
The Greater Bangor area is on the Atlantic
flyway. Great flocks of migratory birds
pass overhead and settle on the ponds to
feed. Wild duck is a family favorite and
a seasonal delicacy on the table for
hunters. s.o are pheasant, partridge, and
wild turkey.
Moosehead Lake - largest in New England is one of an uncountable number of lakes
and ponds - marvelous freshwater fishing
and great for swimmers, campers, and
boaters. Canoeing on the lakes is a favorite among the less venturesome. Canoeing
the white-water streams is another thing
entirely. It calls for muscle and skill of '
the first order. Where the streams are
quiet, trout leap to take the well-placed
fly.
The seasons are sharply defined here.
Winter freezes the lakes solidly safe.
Skaters skim and whirl. Ice fishermen saw
their holes and huddle against the cold.
Thick mantles of snow bring the skiers out
in droves. There are three family ski
areas within the Greater Bangor region ,
and slopes to challenge the experts elsewhere in the state: Squaw Mountain and
Sugarloaf Mountain, site of the World Cup
Series. Snowmobiling is both a family
sport and a fiercely competitive sport in
the area. The Bangor leg of the Sno-Pro
circuit is sponsored by the Bangor
Jaycees.
Come to Maine's rugged, island-dotted
coast for the thunder of surf and a
breath of clean , salt air. Salmon , tuna,
and striped bass of record -breaking size
are pulled from these waters. Power
yachts and large sailing craft cruise the
offshore waters.
Mount Katahdin towers a mile into the
Maine sky, dominating Baxter State Park
in the Northeast wilderness. On the
coast, Mount Desert Island is the prime
attraction of one of the nation's most
picturesque parks, Acadia National Park.
Bangor's municipal golf course is the
site of the Greater Bangor Open and part
of the Paul Bunyan Amateur. There's a fine
private 18-hole challenger at the Penobscot Valley Country Club in Orono, and
another at Lake Lucerne . There are tennis
courts everywhere, at the schools, parks,
and playgrounds. Hampden has a year-round,
indoor tennis complex.
Each of the larger communities has its
own recreation al program and facilities .
Bangor has two outdoor municipal swimming
pools and three competition-size, nonmunicipal, indoor pools. Softball, base-

ball, basketball, soccer are all played in
league competition or in simple "pick-up"
games at the parks. Hockey is a growing
sport here, where youngsters learn to skate
as naturally as they learn to walk. There's
professional hockey in Lewiston, home of
the Maine Nordiques. Bangor Auditorium is
the site of state and regional basketball
games as well as rodeos and civic events.
The University of Maine mounts a full
athletic program. Husson College has an
athletic schedule that includes everything
except football. But Bangor High School
fills that gap. The Bangor team took the
state championship in 1973, a victory that
caused rejoicing close to ecstasy, here,
at least. The traditional football rivalry
between Bangor High School and Brewer High
School is one of the few areas in which
these sister cities find themselves in
total opposition.
Dining Out
One of our sophistications is a number
of fine dining places. They range from the
simple and rather boisterous, in the
neighborhood of the university, to gracious
and elegant in the cities. There is an
amazing variety among them in terms of
ethnic accent: Greek, Chinese, Polynesian,
Italian, Old English, Irish, and others.
Rare roast beef and thick steaks are well
represented. But nothing challenges the
supremacy of our area's specialty, the
table delights of the sea.
Oh, we know, you Southern people. You
take some creature from your seas, clawless and coarse-fleshed, and you call him
a lobster. But try one of ours with the
formidable c laws. Try him drawn from our
cold coastal water and plumped into the
pot, still dripping seawater. Try that,
and you'll agree that any other "lobster"
is an imposter, meriting your sneers and
derision for his presumption .
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Industrial Plumbing
Heating,Electrical
Hardware,Paint and
Building Supplies
GASS OFFICE PRODUCTS CENTER

....___. . . . . R.n.DUNNING&co.

Knoll -

Steelcase -

Sharp

.. . an important source of fine furniture
and office equipment.
Olympia -

Herman Miller

190 Harlow St., Bangor 04401

Phone (207) 947-6111

Servin~ Maine Industry Since 1835

O'DONNELL'S
EXPRESS
"'

The pioneer line, O 'Donnell 's Express has a service route that crisscrosses the northeastern shore of the
country. With over 40 years of trucking
experience, the firm provides daily,
direct, and overnight service between
Connecticut,
Rhode
Island ,
Massachusetts, Maine , and New
Brunswick, Canada. Service to other
states is available via reliable interline
carriers or freight forwarders .
O'Donnell provides their customers
with efficient service through the use
of modern equipment, prompt tracing,
and full insurance coverage. C.O.D.
and Order Notify shipments are accepted. O'Donnell's is a member of
the National Freight Claim Council ,
the Operation Counc i l, and the Sales
Council of the American Trucking
Association .
6 State St., Brewer 04412
Phone (207) 989-5606

Im
THE PIONEER LINE
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CREDIT REPORTING DIV.
Phone (207) 942-7391
" A Single Source of Complete Credit information to help you
make intelligent credit decisions quickly and efficiently. "

COLLECTION SERVICE DIV.
Phone (207) 942-0555
" Don 't tie up your cash flow in uncollected dollars. Let us
help you with our low-cost pre-collection & regular collection
services. "
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" Yes, our business is credit services. Everything we do, we
do so you can save time and money."
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In today 's world of plastic food and processed convenience
items, there is still milk . Fresh milk and dairy products give your
family so many of the essential vitamins and nutrients they need
to stay healthy. Pleasant Hill Dairy is dedicated to bringing you
the finest dairy products produced under highly inspected
facilities. The plant has the most modern bottling equipment in
the entire state and provides home delivery and wholesale of
milk.
R.F.D. 3, Bangor 04401

Phone (207) 848-3337

CLARK-MITCHELL FUNERAL HOME
A city is not homes, stores, industry, office buildings, streets,
or highways. A city is people. People with feelings who laugh,
cry, love, and understand . That's what makes our city so special
. . . so beautiful. It's the people !
In nearly one-half century of helping our people, caring for
their needs in the time of sorrow , we feel that there are no finer
people than those who call Bangor "home ." So, we can say with
true pride, "there is no finer city anywhere than Bangor, Maine ."
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The Leaming Years
area is str~ngthening its vocational
programs, with districts dividing responsibi lities among themselves for greater
depth and efficiency. One district will
handle agriculture ; another, electrical
maintenance , and so on . Eastern Maine
Vocational-Technical Institute lists a
broad catalog of post-secondary two-year
courses in the industrial arts and the
technologies, leading to the associate
degree . Adult education, from basic
Americanization through sophisticated
technologies and avocational subjects, is
offered in local high schools.
Art and music are very strong educational
thrusts. Talented high-school students
perform with the Bangor Symphony Orchestra.
Our string-instrumental teaching programs
are the only ones in the state of Maine.
There are two regional Catholic elementary schools in the area, and one regional
Catholic high school , John Bapst. The
Jewish Community Center operates the
Hebrew Academy, a parochial day school,
and there are several other parochial
schools of Protestant denominations , the
largest among them Bangor Christian .
Skitikuk School in Orono is an educational
experiment, ungraded and extremely
Individual attention encourages each student
advanced in its methodologies.
to reach the peak of his potential
Higher Education
The University of Maine is one of the
nation 's oldest land-grant institutions.
Its main campus dominates the city of
Orono. While the university's catalog is
broad and inclusive, offering degrees to
the doctoral level in many academic
specialties, the University of Maine
stresses agriculture, forestry, and technology. The university has another campus
The area's larger communities - Bangor,
located in Bangor adjacent to the airport.
Brewer, Orono , and Old Town - operate
autonomous school systems. Several others , Known as the Bangor Community College
of UMO, it serves as a two-year community
have joined into school districts to
college, stressing policies of open
achieve greater efficiency and student
enrollment and offering automatic
opportunity.
transfer of credit to the m~in campus for
Throughout the area, schools are modern
those who go on to complete baccalaureate
and forward-looking in curricular approach .
Talented high-school students are offered
programs. The South Campus awards the
associate degree upon completion of a
independence and elective choice in contwo-year program in the arts, sciences.
structing their programs. Some study at
the college level in cooperation with the
or technologies.
University of Maine and Husson College .
Husson College has its campus in Bangor.
Teachers are given great latitude in conHusson is a privately endowed , four-year
structing individualized.curricula, so
college, emphasizing business subjects,
that students may pursue their individual
but with a good catalog of courses in
skills an.d inclinations to the fullest.
the liberal arts as well. It's a coAssistance to the mentally, emotionally,
educational , residential school , awarding
and physically handicapped is offered on
the baccalaureate degree.
a scale to match or surpass an urban area
Beal Business College is an unusual and
many times the Bangor region's size.
progressive educational institution in the
Special , educational programs and special
field of its specialty. It is fully
schools, like the Bangor Speech and
accredited, degree-granting , and capable
Hearing Center and the new Learning Disof teaching the most modern and sophistiabilities Center, provide diagnostic and
cated business technologies , like computer
therapeutic treatment, as well as educasciences. But it also teaches courses in
tional programs designed to prepare these
air transportation , and operates a smallyoungsters for reentry into the educational
aircraft flight school.
mainstream as soon, and as completely, as
Bangor Theological Seminary is a nondenominational training ground for the
possible.
ministry. It's a fine old school enjoying
Those whose talents are oriented toward
an enviable reputation among the nation's
vocational and technical careers find a
clergy and informed laity.
growing range of offerings. The entire
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You See
What You
M. D. Hardy Inc.

Buy ...

General Contractor
P.O. Box 1038
Bangor, Maine 04401
Phone (207) 942-4686

Se lect yo ur carpets from hu ndreds of r o ll s of fa m o u s m ake
ca rpets. SALI BA'S stocks more ro ll s
th an m ost stores d o sa m p les! A ll
th e new est fas hi o n-right co lors and
fibers d ispl ayed fo r easy se lect ion.
O ur TRAK -RAK permi ts you to see
w hat yo ur carpet w ill loo k like or.
th e fl oo r. Co me in , see fo r yo urse lf
and yo u 'll see w hat yo u b uy !

• Wall·to·Wall Installation
• Fine Oriental Rugs
• Custom Draperies
• Commercial & Residential
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2 Pleasant St., Bangor, Me.
Tel: (207) 942-4029 or 942-8698
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HEA-TING OIL and SERVICE

SMITH'S CERAMICS

~

In this highly specialized field, you want to be sure you are
getting the best equipment and materials. Smith's Ceramics is
Maine's most complete supply house. Here, "where experience
shows you how, " you will find a complete line of quality ceramic
supplies on display for sale to retailers and wholesalers in the
Eastern United States. Duncan, Ceramic hrome, and Gare, three
of the top names, are stocked.
268 Main St., Bangor 04401

Phone (207) 945-3969

I
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Big-City Information
and Entertainment Media

Media, for pleasure and information
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Inland , they call it the " Bangor Daily."
On the coast, they ca ll it " The News. "
But everywhere in the nat ion , the Bangor
Daily News is regarded among journalists
as a leader, an innovator, a standard of
good news reporting . It reaches an 80 ,000
circulation , largest in the state . Its
penetration area is enormous , covering
eight counties and two thirds of the
state 's geography. It has earned a place
of respect and trust within every household in north-central Maine. Its list of
awards for editorial and advertising
excellence is long and distinguished .
BON is more than a newspaper. It's a
community institution . Its department
heads have formed their own charitable
foundation. As individuals, they serve
in all the area 's civic and charitable
organizations. The newspaper sponsors
art festivals, track meets, and the
famous Paul Bunyan Amateur golf tournament .
BON employs the services of a large staff
of assignment reporters and photographers,
and maintains 100 correspondents throughout
the area. Membership in n!ational wire services permits it to balance its news product well between local coverage and affairs
of the world . It beats no predetermined
political drum but presents all sides of
all issues, editorializing for those points
of view it believes best for the community.
Eleven weeklies are published in the
Greater Bangor area, interesting and wellread chroniclers and reporters of the
affairs of the communities they serve .
The number, scope , and variety of
broadcast media serving the area is another
surprise to newcomers. Each of the three
national television networks has its
representative in the area. WABl-TV is
a CBS affiliate; WEMT-TV is affiliated
with ABC and WLBZ-TV with NBC . In addi- ·
tion to national programming , these
stations provide the area with in-depth
news coverage of a local nature through
large and competent specialist staffs in
broadcast news gathering and reporting .
WMEB-TV is the area's educational-TV
source . The station , with studios on the
campus of the University of Maine in
Orono , carries programming of the Public
Broadcasting Service into the homes and
schools of the area, and also originates
programming in its own studios. The
university sponsors a student-operated
counterpart: WMEH-FM, educational radio.
The station specializes in music , both
concert and jazz , and carries live publicaffai rs broadcasts.

The Bangor Daily News, a journalistic leader

WABI has an AM-radio counterpart,
WABl-AM, and an FM affiliate also,
WBGW. They carry a broad range of music
··from the contemporary beat to CountryWestern . WGUY-AM specializes in " top40," and WLBZ-AM radio programs the
more sophisticated background and Broadway type of music . WHSN-FM is also
student-operated, originating from the
campus of Husson College . WTOS-FM
has its studios and transmitter in
Bangor, with antennae high up on Sugarloaf Mountain. It broadcasts a continuous
day of contemporary music .
Cable TV adds another dimension to
broadcast in the area, with clarity of
reception and original programming .

CANTEEN SERVICE CO.
OFFICE COFFEE SERVICE

244 Perry Rd., Bangor 04401

VENDING

Phone (207) 945-5688

JORDANS, C.H. RICE DIVISION

The C.H . Rice Co., which was
established in 1882, became a
division of the Jordan Meat Co. in
1961 . Since that time the Jordan Co.
has become the largest wholesale
meat supplier in the State of Maine.
The C.H . Rice Div . built a new
modern plant in 1963. After ten years

an addition was added to the building
which doubled its size.
The company now sells a complete
line of Institutional size Groceries and
Frozen Foods as well as their own
Jordan and Rice brand meat items.
Cars of fresh Beef, Pork and
Provisions continue to arrive weekly

assuring our customers of the best
meat products available in the greater
Bangor area.
216 Thatcher St.,
Bangor Industrial Park
Bangor, Maine 04401
Phone (207) 945-5646
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ST. JOSEPH HOSPITAL

...
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Throughout their years of service to
the community, the Felician Sisters in
Maine have dedicated themselves to St.
Joseph Hospital , its pat ients , staff, and
the community in general. On October
11 , 1964, the new 130-bed hospital
designed with the latest medical
innovations was dedicated and remains
as a living memorial to the Felician
Sisters and to the Bangor-area cit izens
who worked to make the project a
reality.
The hospital offers a choice of
private and semipr ivate accommodations with a professional staff that
pract ices team nursing. Each team inc I udes members with various experience , and they plan and work
together to provide for your needs.

Medica l services and facilities in clude a lab , blood bank, radiology ,
nuclear-medicine department , physicai
therapy, pharmacy, surgery, recovery
rooms, emergency unit, coronary-care
unit , and inhalation therapy. The
hospital maintains leadership in continuing medical education through
organized programs for physicians , nurses, and allied health professions .
St. Joseph is fully accredited by the
Joint Commission on Accreditation of
Hospitals. It is evidence that medical
and hospital people are on guard fo r
you , assuring you that this hospital is
well organized, well equiped , and well
staffed .
297 Center Street, Bangor 04401
Phone (207) 947-8311

Modem Medical Care

St. Joseph Hospital

Bangor serves the medical needs of a vast
region. The size, scope, and moderni ty of
its hospitals are a response to the health
needs of about 250,000 people.
Eastern Maine Medical Center is a voluntary, nonsectarian hospital of 383-bed
capacity. As an institution, it has served
the area for more than a century. Its
bright new $12-million addition is a
symbol and sign of its continual ly growing
capabilities. St. Joseph Hospital is operated by the Felician Sisters. It's a new
hospital, dating to 1964 and numbering
130 acute-care beds.
James Taylor Hospital practices the
osteopathic discipline. Maine Mental
Hea,lth Institute is a public institution;
Utterback Psychiatric Hospital is privately
owned and operated . Both the latter, as
their names indicate, are specialists in
the treatment of mental disorders.
St. Joseph and Eastern Maine share a
joint medical staff. Between the two, the
range of services is very broad , reach ing
to the rare and unusual. Eastern Maine
has recently installed the area's only
renal dialysis unit. St. Joseph's capabilities extend to vascular and coronary
surgery. Eastern Maine houses the area's
cobalt-therapy unit. St. Joseph has
included diagnostic electronics among its
sophistications. Both hospitals have
obstetric and gynecologic departments, as
well as inpatient and outpatient services
in a broad scope .
Bangor City Hospital serves the local
need for extended care and nursing . In
addit ion, there are many private nursing
homes.
About 125 physicians and dentists,
specialists and generalists, serve this
area. St. Joseph Hospital School of
Practical Nursing is affiliated with the
University of Minnesota, one of on ly three
of its kind in the nation . Eastern Maine
has an RN program and a five-year degree
program affiliated with the University of
Maine.

Modern techniques and technology

Eastern Maine Medical Center

.I

I
I

Paulsen House, Inc ., nursing home
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Meeting Social Needs
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All Souls Congregational Church
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There is a strain of neighbor-to-neighbor
concern in the people of the Bangor area,
bred over long years and of pioneer beginnings. Its modern context is United Way.
Local people contribute in a manner that
permits United Way to support or aid 28
member agencies, delivering social services
on a truly remarkable scale. Such institutions as St. Michael 's Center for boys
with behavioral problems, Bangor Day
Activities Center for the severely handicapped , and Good Samaritan Home for
Girls are only a few in a long and inspiring list.
"Meals for Me" has flourished here. It
serves hot meals to elderly people who
might otherwise merely subsist on a rollsand-coffee diet. It also encourages these
people to meet and socialize and maintain
a lively life interest. Comprehensive
Mental Health Center provides inpatient
and outpatient services, and serves as a
screening unit for input into the hospitals.
In our churches, social services are on a
face-to-face and person-to-person basis.
Money is not an important factor. Families
in need find family friends , and invitations are offered to share meals on a
friendly and human basis.
Similarly, the churches and the synagogues
aid each other, and share responsibility
for the spiritual well-being of the entire
community. Although the area's 57 houses
of worship serve the broad spectrum of
religious creed and preference, all coordinate their services to the needy and
distressed, and all work as participants
within the local social agencies.
YMCA and YWCA have each recently completed building-fund drives of nearly a
million dollars. As part of their services
to the area as social and recreational
centers, they participate in the work of
providing for the needs of the area's
youngsters, regardless of financial status.

Unitarian Church

]

VINER BROS. INC.
DIVISION OF L TM, INCORPORATED
Viner Bros . began as a one-man cobbler shop in 1905; in 1924
we started manufacturing shoes, still in the craftsman tradition .
Now, with our Presque Isle branch, we employ 700 people and
sell to 5,000 stores nationwide. After almost 70 years in Bangor,
we can tell you we like this community. You will too. Come join
us !
Bangor 04401

Gordon - Carlisle
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INSURANCE

Phone (207) 945 -9423

N.H. BRAGG
& SONS
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92 Perry Road • Tel. 947-8611
Bangor Industrial Park

DISTRIBUTORS:
AUTOMOTIVE
INDUSTRIAL AND
WELDING SUPPLIES

In 1854 we opened our doors in downtown Bangor,
selling iron, steel , carriage hardware and blacksmith
supplies.
Over the past 120 years ou.r business has expanded with
the growth of industry in Maine and has served as a partner
in its accomplishments.
Now located in a new, modern plant in Bangor's
Industrial Park, we continue to grow with Maine's industrial
economy by offering fine products and excellent service now and in the years to come.
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At Home ta Everyone
The Greater Bangor area offers an extraordinarily broad choice of housing accommodations. From the urban center of the city
of Bangor, the college-town atmosphere of
Orono , the city personality of Brewer
and Hampden to the village life of places
like Kenduskeag, Holden, and Corinth , a
home of your fami ly 's choice is available.
There are stately Victorian homes in
Bangor, and Colonials and modern ranch
homes in Hampden . Brewer 's .Sherwood Forest
is richly wooded. Prices run a wide gamut
from the low $20s to the high $40s.
There is a generous availability of homes,
new and resale, in the med ium-price
category throughout the area. There are
· exceptions , of course. Some areas of Bangor
price their homes above $100,000 , and there
are many others at the $75 ,000 level.
" Camps " are a specialty of the area.
These are not rough shacks as the name
implies, but lakeskle leisure and vacation
homes, many as elaborate and comfortable
as any city dwelling. Large-acreage homesites and farms are available mostly in
Elegant homes adorn the countryside
the villages of the area. Apartments are
in good supply, also . Capehart Housing
has 300 apartments and there are several
very comfortable units in the Stillwater
Park section of Bangor. Bangor's High
Street section offers homes of historic
interest, dating to the early 1800s,
dignified by stained-glass windows and
imposing marble stairways.
Housing for the elderly and low-income
families is a testament to the area 's
social concern. Much of this housing is
city-owned & -operated. The unusually
attractive trailer park on Stillwater
Avenue , complete with all utilities,
paved driveways, and quarter-acre lots,
is a special boon to retired persons who
come to enjoy their leisure in Maine's
vacationland.
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Residences in Sherwood Forest

Homes in Stillwater Park

Dwellings to suit your need or preference
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Our new Bangor address:

.,h

HAMMOND ST.

Our new, larger offices at 890 Hammond Street, Bangor are designed
to offer you better, more efficient service, and the added convenience
of parking fac ilities.
Open Monday through Thursday from 8:00am to 4:30pm;
Fridays from 8:00am to 4:00pm
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INVESTORS,
IF YOU WANT
INFORMATION ON:
Common Stocks
Profit Sharing
Corporate Bonds
Pension Funds
Tax-Free Bonds
Puts & Calls
Mutual Funds
Tax Shelters
Investment Advisory Service
Call James M. Wentworth,
Vice President

HORNBWWER

Let's Build A Better Future Together.

OORNBLOWERJ'.'...lWEEKS-HEMPIIlll,NOYES
~Incorporated

6 State Street, Bangor, Maine 04401
Tel: (207) 947-7361
Serving Investors Since 1888

MEMBER FDIC
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BANCROFT &
MARTIN INC.
P.O. Box 207
Brewer, Maine 04412
Phone (207) 989-4860

SULLIVAN FORD SALES
MAINE'S LARGEST FORD DEALER
Telephone 942-4631
499 Hammond St.
BANGOR, MAINE 04401
Sold With Integrity and Backed With Service

HENRY SUTCLIFFE COE
61 MAIN STREET
PHONE BANGOR 942-0483
BANGOR, MAINE 04401

j

JORDAN GORRILL ASSOCIATES
EDWARD C. JORDAN CO., INC.
CONSUL TING ENGINEERS

L.lj

P.O. BOX 676
AREA CODE 207

OFFICE RENTALS

j

Serving the Community for more
than One Hundred Years

FLOR IDA AVENUE
BANGOR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
BANGOR 04401
(207) 947-0172
Jordan Gorrill Associates, Soils and Materials Division of
Portland-based Edward C. Jordan Co., Inc., offers the full range
of Engineering, Planning, Survey and Architectural services of
the Jordan Company to government, commerce and industry in
central and eastern Maine. In addition, Jordan Gorrill offers
specialized Soils and Materials Engineering , Testing and
Inspection services to cl ients throughout northern New England.
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Governmental Structures
and Accomplishments

Old Town Fire Department

, I

There 's little or no mandated difference
between cities and towns in Maine . Each
municipality may choose the governmental
form that best meets its needs. Bangor
has chosen a council/ manager form, and so
have Brewer and several of the other communities of the area. An elected council
serves as legislature . The council elects
one of its members mayor. He chairs the
council and serves as ceremonial spokesman
for his city.
Enforcement of the council's mandates and
ordinances is placed in the hands of an
appointed professional city manager. His
responsibilities include broad appointive
power over department heads, most of whom
must be approved by the council. He serves
as a fiscal officer, drawing up the city 's
budget.
Most of the smaller towns are governed
by elected town committees and by open
town meetings in which every citizen may
participate. Hermon has combined elements
of the two structures: an open town meeting
plus a professional manager.
Accomplishment transcends form and structure . The towns and cities are united at
many points to form a true regionality.
Working agreements in law enforcement,
fire protection, code enforcement, and
health services bring a higher level of
municipal services to all with a stretching
of the tax dollar to its utmost efficiency.
Any brief discussion of governmental services within the communities must include
the construction of Bangor International
Airport and its growth into a major
terminus of the Northeast. Also, public
works , maintained at a very high level.
Snow can be a problem in these northern
parts, but snow removal is so efficient
that the airport has been closed down for
only 10 hours for snow removal since its
opening in 1968.
Bangor's new intracity bus service is
another good example. Thirty modern buses
provide comfortable transportation to
every part of the city. Downtown redevelopment and upgrading of substandard housing
and neighborhoods have given much of the
city of Bangor a modern look.
Planning ·is a prime thrust among all the
communities of the area . The Penobscot
Valley Regional Planning Commission is
headquartered in Bangor, the officially
designated body for regional protection of
the environment. All the area 's managers
are members and participants in the
Coastal Managers Association , a channel of
information and discussion of common
problems and a means of finding common and
cooperative solutions.

Penobscot County Courthouse
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Delta is ready

when you are!

Take off on Delta to points south. Fly nonstop
to Boston and Portland. Direct to New York,
Florida, Houston, New Orleans and the Bahamas.
Connect with Delta's Wide-Ride'" 727s and
TriStars - jets that give "comfort" a whole new
meaning. You'll like flying with the Delta professionals. For reservations, call Delta or see your
friendly Travel Agent. And have a nice trip.
~DELTA

The airline run by pro!ess1onals
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The Greater Area of Bangor, Maine
Chamber of Commerce
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It takes two,
Your Chamber of Commerce and you
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INCORPORATED

GTE Sylvania Incorporated is one of
the industry leaders in the
manufacture of precision welded wires
for use in incandescent and
fluorescent lamps; projection lamps;
high intensity lamps; photoflash
lamps; electronic radio and television
picture tubes; semiconductor devices
for calculators and computers; and
resistors for the electronic industry .
The Bangor facility produces 500
million welded wires each month for
both domestic and foreign markets.
200 Sylvan Rd., Bangor 04401
Phone (207) 947-8386

Turbo-generator sets using rotors manufactured in
Bangor provide shipboard electricity fo r merchant
ships , and for many of the Navy 's latest vessels .

Bangor

supplies the drive
for industry
throughout
the world
Utility plants , paper mills, and refineries rely upon
GE mechanical-drive turbines for compressor , pump ,
and process drives.

Mechanical-drive turbines such as this , power blast
furnace blower drives, and boiler feed pumps .

General Electric mechanical-drive steam turbines:
power paper-mill machinery; run compressors
for the petroleum industry; generate shipboard
electric power; and drive the pumps and fans
used in steel mills and power plants.
The Bangor Plant builds steam-path components for
mechanical drive turbines who have established an
outstanding record of reliability throughout the
world.

GENERAL

fj ELECTRIC

Making the world a little smaller, container ships
such as this cut shipping costs. GE steam turbines
are an important part of the picture

